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Shipped Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.6-rev24
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.6-rev17
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6161.

OXUIB-1764 Overflow of color picker in calendar on mobile devices
Width of colorpicker was wider than screen width.
This has been solved by setting max width to 100% to make all colors visible.
OXUIB-1790 ”Back” in E-Mail List view is draggable
Attribute ’draggable=”false”’ was missing.
This has been solved by adding missing attribute to disable dragging.
OXUIB-1714 Unexpected and inconsistent success message shown when updating external
account
When a new account is created, it is classified as ”new” until a refresh is executed. Therefore, ”Account added successfully” is displayed until the refresh.
A newly created account is now only recognized as new when it is created. Afterwards, ”Account
updated” is used.
OXUIB-1667 Other Address missing when printing a contact with print layout
This was caused by typos in print.html and print-detail.js.
This has been solved by fixing typos in print.html and print-detail.js.
OXUIB-1341 Translation suggestion for Swedish in UI
Several change requests for Swedish.
This has been solved by applying some changes and rejecting others.
OXUIB-1729 GDPR Export in 1GB packages not possible directly after an export with 512MB
package size
Max filesize was reduced to last selected size on redraw.
This has been solved by saving the original max filesize.
MWB-1747 Amount of contacts displayed for distribution lists not always correct
Distribution list entries were not correctly identified in case multiple entries had the same email
address.
This has been fixed by identifying the entries via their entry id.
OXUIB-1703 Mail compose jumps when inserting link
Something in tinyMCE’s paste plug-in caused the described behavior.
This has been solved by updating tinyMCE.
MWB-1739 Pictures can not be opened for preview if browserwindow size is too big
Client-given maximum width and maximum height of the target image exceed configured max.
supported values.
This has been fixed by adjusting client-given maximum width and maximum height of the target
image to configured max. supported values.
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MWB-1733 ReplyTo field not used in case you send a mail to your own account
The reply-to header was ignored in case the mail was sent to one’s own mail address.
Don’t ignore the reply-to header to solve this issue.
OXUIB-1811 CSS prefer-color-scheme gets ignored on body tag
Wrapper css class got wrongly applied to body tag.
This has been solved by adding exception handling for css rules on body tag.
OXUIB-1717 Mail from sent mail folder is also archived when archiving from INBOX while
in conversation view
All mails in a conversation would get archived.
Now only not-sent mails will get archived.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-1764, OXUIB-1790, OXUIB-1714, OXUIB-1667, OXUIB-1341, OXUIB-1729, MWB-1747, OXUIB1703, MWB-1739, MWB-1733, OXUIB-1811, OXUIB-1717,
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